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Abstract Zeolite–sepiolite inorganic nanoheterostruc-

tures have been hydrothermally synthesized by adding a

dispersion of colloidal sepiolite to a solution able to pro-

duce a nanocrystalline zeolite (silicalite). The obtained

product could be recovered in good yield by simple fil-

tration only when the relative sepiolite concentration

exceeded a threshold of 1.8 wt% in the synthesis mixture

(amounting to 1:3 sepiolite:zeolite wt. ratio in the recov-

ered product). The resulting heterostructures were charac-

terized by XRD, FTIR, thermal (TG–DTA) and chemical

analyses, N2 adsorption, TEM, SEM, 29Si NMR, and

methylene blue adsorption. The intimate zeolite–sepiolite

interaction at the surface produced a good dispersion of

zeolite particles and prevented their sintering upon calci-

nation to remove the organic structure-directing agent.

Experiments in conditions yielding microcrystalline sili-

calite support the idea that the sepiolite surface acts as

nucleation sites for the zeolite crystallization. The textural

properties of the nanozeolite–sepiolite heterostructure are

not a linear combination of their components’.

Keywords Zeolites � Sepiolite � Heterostructure �
Nanoscale � Stability � Hydrothermal synthesis

Introduction

Heterostructures, i.e., systems in which different materials

meet at the interfaces, have been attracting considerable

attention because of the possibilities offered for tailoring

the properties of the system [1]. On one hand, the prop-

erties of both components may be coupled in the resulting

material. On the other hand, a strong interaction at the

interface may result in modified properties, adding

potential to this synthetic strategy for the development of

new functional materials. Organic–inorganic, [2, 3]

organic–organic, [4, 5] as well as inorganic–inorganic

heterostructures, [6, 7] recently including silica-sepiolite

nanostructures, [8] have been reported. When the con-

trolled arrangement of nanoscale structural units affords

‘‘a configuration that creates a novel functionality through

mutual interactions among those units’’ the approach is

termed ‘‘nanoarchitectonics’’ [9–11]. Within these sys-

tems, several clay-based nanoarchitectures of interest for

adsorption and catalysis processes have been developed

[12]. Combining the swelling ability of organoclays with

sol–gel procedures using silicon and diverse metal alk-

oxides resulted in a new route for the preparation of new

porous nanoarchitectures [13]. In this way, swelling 2:1

layered silicates originate delaminated materials combined

at the nanometric level with oxide nanoparticles resulting

from the hydrolyzed alkoxides [3, 6, 14–16]. This route

applied to fibrous clays, such as sepiolite, give rise to

nanoarchitectures formed by individual nanoparticles

assembled to the fibers surface [7, 8, 17]. Potential

applications of heterostructures and nanoarchitectures may
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include acid catalysis, photocatalysis, nanofillers for

polymer reinforcement, etc.

Here, we report on a zeolite–sepiolite heterostructure,

which combines at the nanoscale two phases with different

chemical composition, different crystalline structure, and

different textural properties and morphology. Both are

nanocrystalline materials but the zeolite is so in any

dimension, while sepiolite is nanocrystalline in only two

dimensions.

Sepiolite is a natural fibrous hydrated magnesium sili-

cate with ideal unit cell formula [Si12O30Mg8(OH,F)4]

(H2O)4�8H2O [18, 19]. It crystallizes in the form of long

needles (2-10 lm long by some 100-300 nm wide) and its

crystal structure is composed of blocks encompassing

structural tunnels with 11x4 Å2 cross-section [18, 20]. Its

relatively high specific surface area and strong mechanical

and chemical stability makes sepiolite useful as adsorbent

for organic compounds, like oils, and for organic and

inorganic cations and also as support of catalysts and as

nanofillers of diverse polymers [21, 22].

On the other hand, silica-based zeolites are natural or

synthetic crystalline tectosilicates with structural pores and

cavities and whose properties render them useful materials

in a wide range of applications [23, 24]. Typically, these

properties include cation exchange ability, a large surface

area, the ability to adsorb gases in a confined space, and the

possibility to introduce active catalytic sites. The wide

chemical and structural diversity displayed by zeolites,

particularly synthetic zeolites, add a large variety to their

properties and applications [25]. One of the most studied

and useful zeolites is ZSM-5, [26, 27] with a Zeolite

Framework Type coded MFI [28]. It may be synthesized in

pure silica form, receiving then the name ‘‘silicalite’’ [29,

30]. Several zeolites have been synthesized in nanocrys-

talline form, [31–37] providing better access to active sites

inside their pores and a shorter intracrystalline path, both

characteristics being of interest when processing large

molecules and when the possibility of consecutive reac-

tions may lower the selectivity to the desired products (as is

the case, for instance, in the important fluid catalytic

cracking, where heavy molecular weight fractions of crude

oil are converted to lighter molecules for the production of

high-quality fuels) [38].

Experimental

Materials preparation

The preparation of nanozeolite/sepiolite heterostructures

was based on a modification of a previously reported

procedure for the synthesis of nanocrystalline silicalite-1

starting from a clear homogeneous solution [34]. First, a

given amount of a rheological grade sepiolite (PANGEL

S9, [95% distributed by TOLSA) [39] was suspended in

water with stirring. Then, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS,

Aldrich), tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH, 1.0

M aqueous solution in water, Sigma-Aldrich), and NaOH

(Puriss. p.a., Fluka) were added to attain the molar com-

position 9 TPAOH : 0.2 NaOH : 25 SiO2: 880 H2O : 100

EtOH (where EtOH stands for the ethanol released by

TEOS upon hydrolysis, which was not allowed to evapo-

rate). The obtained mixtures (clear, transparent and color-

less in the absence of sepiolite and light brown in its

presence) were introduced in capped polypropylene bottles

and allowed to homogenize for 16 hours under magnetic

stirring at RT. All the gels became whitish at that point.

After transferring the mixtures to Teflon-lined autoclaves,

they were heated under autogenous pressure for 30 h at

100 �C either statically or while tumbling the autoclave at

60 rpm. The obtained nanozeolite/sepiolite solids were

filtered with a Millipore membrane with 0.45 lm pore size

(Type HVLP Durapore� polyvinylidene difluoride). In the

case of the sepiolite-free zeolite, the product was recovered

by centrifugation (10,200 r.p.m. for 15 min., see below). In

all cases, the resulting materials were washed several times

with double-distilled water up to achieving a pH \ 10 in

the waste liquid and then dried at 60 �C. The structure-

directing agent was removed by calcination in air at 600 �C
for 5 h to produce the micro-mesoporous heterostructures.

Samples with different contents of sepiolite were produced

(Table 1).

Characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) profiles of the samples were

recorded on a Bruker D8 diffractometer working at 40 kV

and 30 mA and employing Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation.

FTIR spectra were recorded in two different equipments,

on a NICOLET 20SXC and on a BRUKER ISS 66V-S,

using the KBr technique (2 wt% sample concentration,

Table 1 Sepiolite content of the different synthesis mixtures and

yield of recovered solids (wt%)

Sepiolite Solid Zeolite Sepiolite

Sample In gel Yield Yielda In solida

nMFI 0 4.0b 4.0 0.0

nMFIsep1 0.37 2.7c 2.3 13.6

nMFIsep2 1.11 6.2c 5.2 17.7

nMFIsep3 1.85 7.2 5.4 25.4

nMFIsep4d 1.86 7.2 5.4 25.5

a assuming sepiolite is fully recovered in the solid. b solid recovered

by centrifugation (all the other recovered by filtration). c whitish fil-

trate. d the autoclave was tumbled at 60 rpm during the crystalliza-

tion. The rest of samples was heated statically
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pelletized at 10 Ton) in the 4000–400 cm-1 range. Field

Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) was

performed on uncoated samples using a FEI microscope

Nova NanoSEM 230 model. Transmission Electron

Microscopy (TEM) measurements were carried out on a

STEM-LEO 910 microscope, operating at 80 kV. The

samples were dispersed in an aqueous suspension and

transferred directly on a 200 mesh copper grid covered

with carbon. Thermoanalyses were carried out in a SEIKO

SSC/5200 thermogravimetric/differential thermal analysis

(TG/DTA) instrument. The samples (10–20 mg) were

heated from room temperature to 1000 �C at a heating

rate of 5 or 10 �C min-1 under dynamic air. The 29Si

solid-state MAS NMR spectra at 79.49 MHz were

acquired on a Bruker AV-400-WB spectrometer equipped

with a 4 mm MAS NMR probe, with the samples spin-

ning at a rate of approximately 10 kHz and using a p/12

pulse of 5.0 ls and 5.0 s recycle delay. 29Si{1H} CPMAS

NMR spectra were obtained in the same equipment using

a contact time of 6 ms. Chemical shifts are referenced to

tetramethylsilane (TMS) at d = 0 ppm. Textural proper-

ties were analyzed by N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms

performed at -196 �C using a static volumetric apparatus,

Micromeritics ASAP 2010 instrument. Before the ana-

lysis, the samples (150–200 mg) were outgassed at

150 �C, overnight or till the outgassing pressure reached

5 mmHg. The specific total surface area was calculated

using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, [40]

using the adsorption data in the 0.05-0.2 P/P0 range,

adjusting the C value from 50 to 150, [41] and consid-

ering a nitrogen molecule cross-section of 0.162 nm2 [42].

The external surface area (Sext) and micropore volume

(Vmic) were obtained by means of the t-plot according to

De Boers method[43]. The total pore volume (Vp) of the

solids was estimated from the amount of nitrogen adsor-

bed at a relative pressure of 0.99, assuming that the

density of the nitrogen condensed in the pores is equal to

that of liquid nitrogen at -196 �C, i.e. 0.81 g cm-3 [42].

Adsorption of cationic dyes: Methylene blue (MB) was

used as a model cationic dye to evaluate the adsorption

behavior of the zeolite/sepiolite heterostructures. 200 mg

of sample was placed in a vial containing 25 ml of

organic dye solutions of known mass concentration

(5.12 ppm). The solution was magnetically stirred for

30 min at 25 �C. Following adsorption, the samples were

centrifuged with a Millipore membrane (0.45 lm pore

size) and washed several times with double-distilled

water. The dye concentration remaining in the supernatant

was analyzed spectrophotometrically using a double beam

UV–VIS spectrophotometer (Varian, UV–VIS Spectro-

meter, Cary 100) by measuring the absorbance at kmax of

664 nm and also by CHNS chemical analysis performed

in a LECO CHNS-932 or a PERKIN-ELMER 2400.

Results and discussion

The nanocrystalline MFI prepared in the absence of sepi-

olite could not be filtered, as all the solid passed the filter,

and had to be recovered by centrifugation, as noted in the

experimental section. Washing this zeolite also required

successive centrifugation steps. By contrast, the solids that

contained sepiolite could be recovered by filtration

although with different levels of efficiency, as shown in

Table 1. For the experiment with the smallest sepiolite

content, 0.37 %, a whitish filtrate suggested some zeolite

product still passed the filter and the amount of solids

recovered was roughly half of the amount recovered in the

experiments with the highest sepiolite content. Interest-

ingly, increasing the sepiolite content in the synthesis

mixture to 1.11 % yielded a more transparent filtrate,

although still slightly whitish, and allowed to recover

almost the maximum amount of zeolite, actually more than

obtained by centrifugation in the sepiolite-free experiment.

For higher sepiolite contents, a transparent and colorless

filtrate with maximum solid yield revealed the complete

retention of the zeolite product in the filter. The yield of

zeolite recovered increased from 35 (nMFIsep1) up to 83 g

of zeolite per 100 g of SiO2 (nMFIsep3 and nMFIsep4),

surpassing the 61 % obtained by centrifugation of the

sepiolite-free synthesis.

This is obviously an interesting feature of the synthesis

method reported here since, typically, nanocrystalline

zeolites need to be recovered by long centrifugation at high

speed. It could be argued that sepiolite functions here as a

mere filter aid. However, when sepiolite was mixed under

stirring with a zeolite synthesis gel already treated at

100 �C for 30 h, all the zeolite passed the filter, showing

that the mere presence of sepiolite is not able to retain the

nanocrystals and sepiolite does not act as a simple filter aid.

Rather, we contend that there is an intimate interaction

between zeolite nanocrystals and the sepiolite fibers. In

support to this idea, we have observed that sepiolite acts as

a promoter for the nucleation of silicalite with a large

crystal size (see Additional file 1), and in the case of the

nanosilicalite described here, this promotion effect explains

the slightly larger crystal size obtained in the presence of

sepiolite (see below) and the total retention on the paper

filter. For the experiments with the smaller sepiolite con-

tents, it is likely that the sepiolite surface available for

interaction with the zeolite is not as large as needed to

retain the whole zeolitic product.

The XRD patterns of untreated sepiolite, as-made nMFI,

and the as-made nMFIsep heterostructures are shown in

Fig. 1. All the zeolite-containing samples showed the

characteristic pattern of zeolite MFI and the heterostruc-

tures also showed the characteristic (110) reflection of

sepiolite around 1.23 nm (JCPDS data No. 130595). This
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suggests the crystal structure of sepiolite is not substan-

tially affected by the treatment, despite the high pH. To

better ascertain this conclusion, sepiolite was treated in the

same conditions but without addition of TEOS, to avoid

zeolite crystallization. After the treatment, the XRD pattern

of sepiolite was essentially unaltered (see Additional file

2), suggesting the sodium level in the reaction mixture is

too low to afford the formation of a loughlinite-type

derivative (for this, the first reflection should have moved

some 0.5 � to lower angles) [44].

After calcination at 600 �C, no signs of sepiolite were

observed by XRD, even for the material with the highest

sepiolite content (over 25% sepiolite in nMFIsep4, see

Fig. 1, top). This is not unexpected because sepiolite

changes its structure upon heating above 400 �C. The so-

called ‘‘zeolitic water’’ is lost below 300 �C without sig-

nificant structural changes, while coordinated water is

removed at 400–600 �C, with crystal folding occurring

near 500 �C [20, 45–48]. This folding results in a lost of

microporosity and the disappearance of the intense (110)

sepiolite reflection, with new reflections appearing with

much lower intensity in the 8�–10� 2h region, where they

are masked by the very strong reflections of the calcined

zeolite (see Additional file 3). Sepiolite folding, with the

concomitant loss of microporosity, becomes irreversible

after thermal treatments above 500 �C [21].

The FE-SEM images of the pure zeolite and of the

heterostructures (Fig. 2) reveal that all the zeolite materials

are nanocrystalline, with rather uniform crystal sizes of

around 100 nm in the absence of sepiolite and closer to

around 160 nm in its presence. There are not significant

changes in morphology when the zeolite crystallizes in the

presence of sepiolite and no changes in the morphology of

sepiolite itself by the hydrothermal or calcination treat-

ments, as expected. It is noticeable, however, that in the

pure zeolite, the crystals appear to be quite compactly

aggregated, while the heterostructures look less dense and

more spongy. This is specially clear for the calcined

materials where the FE-SEM images reveal necks in

crystal–crystal contacts in the zeolite prepared in the

absence of sepiolite, suggesting sintering of the nanocrys-

tals. That sintering occurs in the nMFI but not in the

nMFIsep4 material may be actually due to the smaller

crystal size of the former, because calcination of a micron-

sized MFI zeolite (around 20 lm, synthesized by the

method reported by Feoktistova et al. [49]) up to 1,000 �C
showed a remarkable stability, with no signs of degradation

that could be observed by SEM or XRD. The nMFIsep4

sample, which was synthesized under the same conditions

as nMFIsep3 but while tumbling the autoclaves during

thermal treatment, showed only a marginally better dis-

persion of the zeolite crystals on the sepiolite fibers.

To further investigate the issue of sintering, two samples

calcined at 600 �C (nMFI and nMFIsep4, i.e. with no

sepiolite and with the highest sepiolite content, respec-

tively) were chosen for TEM analysis (Fig. 3). The results

show that, in the absence of sepiolite, the zeolite forms

compact aggregates of crystals in close contact with the

surrounding zeolite crystals (sintering is less visible in

transmission mode). There are also lighter contrast spots,

suggesting areas of lower electron density and, hence, some

structural damage occurred during calcination. By contrast,

in the sepiolite containing sample, the zeolite crystals are

largely dispersed, rather separated from each other, and in

close contact with the sepiolite fibers. In fact, we have

found no zeolite crystallite isolated from a sepiolite fiber

and no lighter spots associated to structural damage. Since

these images correspond to calcined materials (see more

TEM images in Additional file 4), the zeolite–sepiolite

association has been strong enough to prevent agglomera-

tion of the zeolite crystals, with zeolite–sepiolite associa-

tions dominating, while in the absence of zeolite not just

aggregation but also sintering occurred (although this may

be due to the smaller crystal size, see above). The zeolite

dispersion in the sepiolite matrix may prevent structural

damage during calcination, as heat can dissipate more

effectively and organic residues may be more easily

removed. This is corroborated by TG-DTA measurements

that show that the main weight loss associated with the

exothermic removal of organics occurs at a lower tem-

perature in nMFIsep4 than in nMFI (maxima in ATD at

344 and 369 �C, respectively, see Additional file 5), despite

the slightly larger crystal size of the zeolite in nMFIsep4.

The 29Si MAS NMR and 29Si{1H} CP MAS NMR

spectra of nMFIsep4 before and after calcination are shown
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in Fig. 4. Before calcination, the three resonances charac-

teristic of sepiolite are observed at ca. -93, -95, and

-99 ppm, corresponding to the three Q3 crystallographic

sites in sepiolite [50]. All the tetrahedra in the silicate layer

of sepiolite are Q3, as they are coordinated to three

neighbor tetrahedra, while the fourth O is shared by three

Mg atoms in the octahedral layer [51]. The zeolite signals

are barely seen due to the short recycle delay used and the

characteristically long spin-lattice relaxation time observed

in as-made high-silica zeolites [52, 53]. The 29Si{1H}CP

MAS NMR spectrum has a much better signal-to-noise

ratio and the Q3 signals of sepiolite are much better

resolved. Also, the resonances due to Si in the zeolite are

clearly observed: the Q3 signal at -103 ppm, indicative of

silanol and/or silanolate groups arising from connectivity

defects and the broad and asymmetric Q4 resonance around

-113 ppm. Upon calcination, the 29Si MAS NMR

spectrum has an improved signal-to-noise ratio, a lower

concentration of zeolitic Q3 defects sites in the zeolite and

a broad and blurred resonance at the spectral region cor-

responding to the sepiolite Q3 resonances. High and pure

silica zeolites synthesized at high pH typically have a large

concentration of connectivity defects that are annealed, at

least partially, upon calcination[54]. Cross polarization to
1H in this case does not improve the spectrum: while the

zeolite resonances mainly disappeared because of the lack

of close H–Si interactions in this hydrophobic material, the

Q3 region of sepiolite is still broad and essentially fea-

tureless, suggesting significant structural collapse, as

already discussed above.

The infrared spectra of nMFI and of the heterostructures

are shown in Fig. 5. The spectra of the heterostructures are

largely dominated by the zeolite vibrational bands, which

overlap and mask the sepiolite bands. Only at the highest

Fig. 2 FE-SEM images of as-made (left) and calcined (right) nanosilicalite synthesized in the absence (top) and in the presence of sepiolite

(nMFIsep4, bottom). Scale bars 1 lm
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sepiolite content, a broad shoulder around 1,020 cm-1

assigned to Si–O–Si in-plane vibrations in sepiolite

becomes clearly discernible [48]. A small and broad band

around 970-980 cm-1 in nMFI, assigned to the stretching

vibration of Si–O polarized bonds, [55] including Si–OH or

Si–O-, [56–58] becomes sharper in the heterostructures,

possibly by overlapping with the 977 cm-1 band of sepi-

olite. After calcination, this band almost disappears in the

pure zeolite, while the heterostructure shows a band in the

same region that can be attributed to the calcined sepiolite

(Fig. 6).

The textural properties of the heterostructures, collected

in Table 2, have been investigated by N2 adsorption/

desorption isotherms at -196 �C. Before calcination

(Fig. 7), sepiolite and nMFI both show non-reversible type

IIb isotherms, with a H3 hysteresis loop, characteristic of

powders or aggregates, where the particles arrangement

generates non-rigid porous in the inter-particle space [42].

By contrast, nMFIsep4 shows a much narrower hysteresis

loop, being an isotherm almost reversible of type IIa [42].

This kind of isotherm is common for an open and stable

surface that suffers a normal monolayer-mutilayer

adsorption. The almost complete lack of hysteresis in

nMFIsep4, despite its presence in its pure constituents,

suggests that, on one hand, the dispersion of the zeolite in

Fig. 3 TEM images of calcined nMFI (top) and calcined nMFIsep4

(bottom). Scale bars 0.4 lm
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Fig. 4 29Si NMR spectra of (from bottom to top): as-made (29Si and
29Si{1H} CP) and calcined nMFIsep4 (29Si and 29Si{1H} CP)
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the heterostructure prevents the formation of inter-particle

pores between zeolite particles. On the other hand, the

intercrystal pore space inside sepiolite microfibers may be

blocked by adsorption of TPA. Both nMFI and nMFIsep4

have poor textural properties, low N2 volume adsorbed,

low surface area, and no microporosity, because the zeolite

pores are blocked by the organic structure-directing agent

(TPA) still occluded in the pores. After calcination at

600 �C, sepiolite looses its microporosity, as a conse-

quence of crystal folding, as explained above, while nMFI

and nMFIsep4 become microporous (Fig. 8). Both calcined

nMFI and nMFIsep4 show an isotherm close to Type I with

a step typical of N2 adsorption in high-silica MFI, which is

ascribed to a phase transition in the adsorbate phase [59].

Interestingly, the step is similar in size for nMFI and

nMFIsep4, while it starts at a lower relative pressure in

nMFIsep4. In addition, nMFIsep4 now displays a small

hysteresis loop likely associated to the loss of TPA

adsorbed inside the sepiolite fibers. Also of interest, the

total BET area, micropore area and volume, and external

surface area of the calcined heterostructure are larger than

expected for its 75:25 zeolite:sepiolite constituents weight

ratio, considering the loss of microporosity of sepiolite

calcined at 600 �C. This may likely be due to the lack of

sintering and structural damage in the heterostructure.

A potential application for sepiolite–zeolite hetero-

structures is the removal of organic molecules from waste

waters. The adsorption capacity of sepiolite could be

combined with the catalytic activity of the zeolite, after

introduction of a catalytic function by, for instance,
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Fig. 6 Infrared spectra of (from bottom to top): sepiolite, nMFI and

nMFIsep4 after calcination at 600 �C for 5 h. Absorbance given in

absorbance units

Table 2 Textural properties of sepiolite, nMFI and the nMFIsep4

heterostructure before and after calcination at 600 �C

Sample SBET Sl SExt Vl VT

Sepiolite 344 123 221 0.05 0.58

Sepiolite Calc. 138 2 136 0.00 0.51

nMFI 28 1 27 0.00 0.21

nMFI Calc. 282 237 45 0.12 0.43

nMFIsep4 63 0 63 0.00 0.20

nMFIsep4 Calc. 306 204 102 0.10 0.37

SBET, Sl and SExt are, respectively, surface area determined by the

BET method, microporous surface determined by the t-plot method

and external surface determined by difference, and are given in

m2g-1. Vl and VT are micropore volumes determined by the t-plot

method and total pore volume at the highest relative pressure, and are

given in cm3g-1
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isomorphous substitution of Si by Al or Ti, respectively,

for the efficient removal of contaminants. Thus, we have

studied the properties of the heterostructures as adsorbents

for organic molecules using methylene blue. The calcined

sepiolite and nMFI adsorbed 14.7 and 3.8 moles MB per

100g, respectively, while the calcined nMFIsep4 hetero-

structure adsorbs 7.7 moles/100g. This is slightly above the

expected value for a physical mixture of 75:25 g sepio-

lite:zeolite (6.5 moles/100g), which again may be due to

the lack of zeolite sintering in the heterostructure. The loss

of microporosity of calcined sepiolite is, in this case, not

detrimental, since MB is too large to be adsorbed inside the

sepiolite channels [20].

Conclusions

We have prepared silicalite-sepiolite heterostructures with

an intimate interaction between both nanocrystalline moi-

eties, which is likely due to the nucleation and growth of

the nanozeolite on the surface of the sepiolite fibers. This

interactions allow to fully recover and wash the nanozeolite

material on paper filter, without recourse to long and

tedious centrifugation steps. Calcination at 600 �C of a

nanosilicalite prepared in the absence of sepiolite under

otherwise identical conditions shows signs of structural

damage (sintering between particles and lighter spots in

TEM), which are not detected in the corresponding het-

erostructure. We attribute the effect mainly to a slight

increase in the zeolite crystal size but also possibly to the

dispersion of zeolite nanocrystals. The increased thermal

stability provides improved textural properties in the final

calcined material, despite the loss of microporosity in the

calcined sepiolite.
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